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Other Venue Options Status Sheet 
Background: We have sought alternative locations at different times in the past and found the process 

to be both difficult and time consuming. An alternative space needs to have a physical orientation 

suitable for Judo (like suitable floors, freedom from obstacles like low walls or pillars, or safe access). 

Several venue options have been explored in the past. It may be useful to review them for lessons 

learned for potential future venue candidates 

Capper Community Center 

Strengths: 
Located six blocks from the Navy Yard Metro, Capper Community Center is a new, attractive facility with 

few current programming options. The gymnasium is large enough to host a two mat Judo event and the 

facility has storage space that would accommodate 6 of our roll up mats. It is clean, spacious, and 

currently used very little. 

Capper is positioned in proximity to high density housing that places many adults in easy range of 

walking to the facility for class. It also is positioned to be convenient for some Capital Hill residents.  

The facility is not operated by DPR. 

Weaknesses: 

The facility is open weekdays from 7AM to 7PM making both morning and evening classes impractical. 

To close the facility at 7PM, we would need to end class no later than 6:30 and possibly earlier. A one 

hour class would then need to start at 5:30 with set up preceding that for a practical start time of 5PM. 

A typical two hour class would involve arriving at 4PM which is currently impractical for instructors. 

 

There is no dedicated parking and drivers could experience challenges parking. 

 

The District of Columbia Housing Authority runs the facility. They have no dedicated programming or 

sports staff or other expertise to run what amounts to being a rec center. 

Opportunities:  
Capper could provide an opportunity to expand to a new market area with different demographics. 

It may be possible to obtain a consideration of some sort that might change the operating hours. Ward 

Six Councilmember Charles Allen’s office is already aware of what challenges we face as has offered to 

help us. 

Threats: 
Even if a schedule change were made, that change might not survive changes in leadership at DCHA. 
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Marie Reed Recreation Center (Adams Morgan) 

Background: Marie Reed is a storied school in the District 

that recently underwent a rehabilitation and change to 

the facility. In an effort is maximize District resources, DC 

Government built an integrated School and Rec Center 

which has recently reopened. It has a small gymnasium. 

Strengths: 

Located at the south end of Adams Morgan, Marie Reed 

is positioned to attract residents from that and Dupont 

Circle neighborhoods and is convenient to Columbia 

Heights and U Street.  

Its recent rehabilitation means the physical space is likely 

to be more appealing than Kennedy. 

Weaknesses: 

DPR runs the recreation center and all the risks of 

incompetence and inattention with DPR go along with 

that venue. The possibility exists that an upset or conflict 

at Marie Reed could impact Kennedy operations needs to 

be considered. We do not have any contact or “in” at 

Marie Reed. We would need to work out an agreement 

with DPR. 

Parking is very challenging in that area and nearest 
Metros (Dupont, Woodley Park, and U Street) are just 
barely walkable. We do not know about storage space. 
 

Opportunities:  

Marie Reed could provide a means of increasing adult 

membership tapping into the surrounding 

neighborhoods. Marie Reed would likely have no rental 

cost. 

Threats: 

We do not have an easy route to be able to hold classes 

there. It would take a round of negotiations with DPR 

and the center management to establish an agreement. 

These would be time consuming with no guarantee of a 

positive outcome. 

There may be other competing martial arts or other 

activities looking to use the gym as well. We know even 

less about the people who run the rec center and what 

they may or may not be willing to do on our behalf. 

Deanwood Recreation Center 

Background: Deanwood is a mega rec center that dwarfs 

Kennedy. In addition to a gym and several classrooms, it 

has a pool too. Built slightly after Kennedy, it is one of 

DPR’s flagship facilities.  

Strengths: 

Deanwood is large and could accommodate both events 

and classes. Smaller classes in a large classroom are also 

possible. Deanwood is located east of the river and in the 

far eastern corner of DC making it convenient to much of 

Prince George’s County. It is across the street from the 

Metro. 

Weaknesses: 

DPR runs the recreation center and all the risks of 

incompetence and inattention with DPR go along with 

that venue. The possibility exists that an upset or conflict 

at Deanwood could impact Kennedy operations needs to 

be considered. We do not have any contact or “in” at 

Deanwood. We would need to work out an agreement 

with DPR. 

Deanwood Metro has perhaps the worst safety stats of 
any Metro station in the system. 
 

Opportunities:  

Deanwood would help DC Judo span the whole of the 

District and potentially draw students from Maryland. 

Threats: 

DC neighborhoods east of the river have lower per capita 

incomes that in the rest of DC. A Deanwood location 

would likely see more scholarship students and affect 

resource planning. We currently have few judoka who 

live nearby. 

Chevy Chase Recreation Center 

The value proposition is very similar to Deanwood. Large, 

flexible DPR facility in the northernmost tip of DC which 

could draw from surrounding Maryland counties. Unlike 

Deanwood, Chevy Chase represents some of the highest 

per capita incomes in DC. It is not close to Metro but 

does have a parking lot. 


